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Status
 Open

Subject
Multiple problems with inline editing toolbar for HTML mode pages

Version
12.x

Category
Error
Usability

Feature
Inline wysiwyg editor

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Arild Berg

Lastmod by
Pascal St-Jean

Rating
     (0) 

Description
Tested using Wysiwyg HTML mode page and inline editing

1) When in HTML mode, the non-plugin image dialog should/must be shown.
The CkEditor plugin has now been activated again. So, it's possible to assign it manually.
If Wysiwyg HTML mode is selected in the admin wizard, the CkEditor image dialog should be
displayed instead of the plugin img dialog.

2) External Link URL doesn't work
It is possible to enter wiki styled links directly, e.g. http://www.yahoo.com.
These are parsed when inline editing more is closed.
This works, but it would be even better to have the link "visible" while inline editing mode is active.

3) Anchor doesn't seem work - No feedback in editor
It visible again, when switching to the full wysiwyg editor
Can be removed from inline editing toolbar?

4) Find Text doesn't work
Pressing the toolbar button does nothing

5) Text Replace doesn't work
Pressing the toolbar button does nothing

6) Wysiwyg Help is displayed.
This dialog contains 2 parts

https://dev.tiki.org/item4785-Multiple-problems-with-inline-editing-toolbar-for-HTML-mode-pages
http://www.yahoo.com
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A ) Short wysiwyg help text.
Starts with: The WYSIWYG editor in Tiki 6+ is CKEditor, the new version of FCKEditor (used in Tiki
since version 2.0)

B ) The plugins
Adding a plugin will make a section read-only.
This may not be expected.
The inline editor toolbar should not use plugins in my opinion, due to this read-only effect.

A is outdated, and may not be needed. It is questioned whether B should be there at all.
So, this button should maybe be removed all together.

7) Templates button should go?
I see no use for it. If kept it should probably link to the Tiki Content Templates

8) Cut, Copy and the Paste buttons all bring up a browser dialog
It says "Your browser security settings don't permit ...." ...
and finally recommends Ctrl+C, Ctrl+X and Ctrl+V which all work fine.
All these buttons should be removed.

9) Table button doesn't work.
The HTML table dialog must be used when in HTML mode. It's much more compatible and powerful
than the wiki one.

The jCapture button is also a plugin, which causes the section to turn read-only once it's saved.
However, this plugin is so useful, that I believe it should be kept.
Maybe it's possible to warn about the section turning read-only?

10) Indent left and indent right buttons don't work.
They are grayed out, and nothing happened when they are pressed.

Importance
7

Easy to solve?
3

Priority
21

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
4785

Created
Thursday 03 October, 2013 12:14:08 GMT-0000
by Arild Berg

LastModif
Monday 28 October, 2013 05:41:26 GMT-0000
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Comments

Philippe Cloutier 08 Jan 18 16:06 GMT-0000

How can one reproduce this? How do you use inline editing?

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item4785-Multiple-problems-with-inline-editing-toolbar-for-HTML-mode-pages
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